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ABSTRACT
The Indonesian government enforces online learning at all levels of education to prevent the spread of Covid-19. Changing learning patterns will affect the implementation of learning. This study aims to review the implementation of online learning during the Covid-19 Pandemic emergency in Indonesia. This research is a descriptive study. Data collection techniques is the study of literature by collecting various articles, books, and documents lain n its own topic of perception in learning online, learning applications used in online, and learning strategies online. The data collected is grouped and analyzed in order to get a conclusion. The online learning system can be implemented effectively. However, various challenges and unpreparedness in online learning remain. Applications that can be used in online learning include Rumah Belajar, Meja Kita, Icando, IndonesiaX, Google for education such as Google form, Google Meeting, and Google Classroom, Microsoft Office 365, Quipper School, Ruang Guru, Sekolahmu, Zenius, Cisco Webex, Whatsapp, Edmodo, Zoom, and Quizizz. The applications that are widely used are Whatsapp, Google Classroom, and Zoom. Online learning strategies can be done with creative and innovative learning methods, simple, and utilizing various learning applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesian education experienced various problems during Covid-19 pandemic. The social impact of distancing has a big influence on the implementation of learning. The conditions during the Covid-19 pandemic were called special conditions so that the implementation of learning was also carried out in a different way, namely Distance Learning. Distance learning is carried out based on the circular of the Minister of Education and Culture number 4 of 2020 concerning the implementation of education policies in an emergency of the spread of the virus [1]. Distance learning is a big challenge for teachers and students in implementing learning. Learning is implemented in two ways, namely online and offline [2]. Online learning can be defined as e-learning. Online learning is carried out using a network or online while learning outside the network without using a network. This means that through online learning during the Covid-19 pandemic, teachers and students can master science and technology. Mastery of technology is one of the 21st century thinking frameworks in Indonesia. Ariyana, et al. [3] explains that 21st century thinking concepts that will be applied in basic education include: (1) creativity thinking and innovation, (2) critical thinking and problem solving, (3) communication and collaboration; (4) information, media, and technology skills; (5) life and career skills, namely character building and spiritual values.

Online learning is not a new model in Indonesia. Several studies on the implementation of online learning at the elementary school level have been carried out. Online learning has a positive impact and shows high student motivation [4]. In addition, by using Edmodo app in learning online have a significant influence on student learning outcomes in natural science subjects compared to the conventional learning. Online learning is considered effective and efficient as it can be done anywhere and anytime with HP, androids, laptop, or computer [5]. Online learning during the pandemic Covid-19 need to get the attention of some aspects such as how to practice, what applications are used, and what strategies do that learning can be done well.

The concept of online learning refers to e-learning. E-learning was created for distance learning. Distance learning separates students and teachers by distance and time. In addition, this learning is a form of innovation in the world of education since the existence of internet technology. Computer programs are more varied with the use of the internet so that distance learning can be done in a multi-way manner [6]. Gilber and Jones (2001) and Michael (2013) explain the abbreviation “E” in e-learning to mean electronic. E-learning is all forms of learning activities that utilize electronic media to help humans learn. This opinion has a broad meaning because it emphasizes electronic based. Meanwhile, Hartley (2001), Rosenberg (2001), and
Kamarga (2001) explain that e-learning is the use of internet technology and network computers in the human learning process. This opinion is significantly more specific because the emphasis on Internet-based [6]. Som Naidu (2006) explains that the e-learning refers to learning online, which means the deliberate use of information and communication technology network in the teaching and learning process [7]. In particular, Tafiardi (2005) [4] stated that e-learning is a learning model in digital format. The implementation of e-learning can be done in direct and indirect ways. Implemented directly means that when the instructor gives lessons, students can immediately hear. Meanwhile, the implementation through indirect means, for example, instructor message recorded before use.

The main characteristics of e-learning are using computers and the internet. Other characteristics, namely (a) the presence of content or learning material that is relevant to the learning objectives; (b) using appropriate learning methods; (c) using learning media in various formats such as text, visuals, videos, multimedia; (d) can occur synchronously or asynchronously [7]. In e-learning, applications are needed to support the learning process. Various e-learning support applications can be accessed by students such as google applications, messenger applications, web-based technology, and other supporting applications (dropout, remote desktop) [6]. Currently, the government also officially references several educational applications in the implementation of learning from home, namely: Rumah Belajar, Meja Kita, Icando, IndonesiaX, Google for Education, Microsoft Office 365, Quipper School, Teacher Room, Sekolahmu, Zenius, and Cisco Webex [8].

2. METHOD

This research is descriptive research. Descriptive research is research that is intended to investigate circumstances, conditions, or other things and does not change, add, or manipulate the object under study [9]. The data collection technique was carried out by studying the literature. The data collected comes from various articles, books and other documents. The articles collected with internet access and search the data by focusing on three topics, namely the perception students in online learning during a pandemic Covid-19 applications in learning online during a pandemic Covid-19, and learning strategies online. Furthermore, the data are grouped and analyzed to obtain information about the implementation of online learning, applications used, and learning strategies.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Implementation of Learning Online In The Pandemic Covid-19

The implementation of learning in Indonesia has undergone a transformation from face-to-face learning to online learning. This was carried out in connection with circular number 4 of 2020 concerning the implementation of education policies in the emergency period of the spread of Coronavirus Disease (Covid-19) by the Minister of Education and Culture on March 24, 2020 [1]. The regulation stipulates several matters regarding education policies, including the cancellation of the implementation of the National Examination and the learning process carried out from home. Learning of the house is done by learning online or remotely to provide meaningful learning for students, focused on life skills education, learning that varies according to your interests and conditions of each student. Further, the restriction rules school activities strengthened by Minister of health number 9 in 2020 on the Large-Scale Sosial Restriction [10].

Towards entering the new academic year, the spread of Covid-19 has not been fully resolved. The Minister of Education and Culture issues guidelines for implementing curriculum in educational units under special conditions. Conditions intestine means a disaster that is determined by the central governments and local governments. In this special condition, assessment of learning is still carried out on the principle of being valid, reliable, fair, flexible, authentic, and integrated. Education units can choose one of the curricula set by the ministry of education, namely continuing to use the 2013 national curriculum, using the emergency curriculum, and simplifying the curriculum independently [11].

According to a decree with the Minister of Education and Culture, the Minister of Health, Minister of Religious Affairs, and Minister of the Interior on the Implementation of Free Education in the academic year 2020/2021 and 2020/2021 academic years during a Pandemic Corona Virus Disease 2019 (Covid-19), face-to-face learning may be carried out in the green zone and yellow zone category based on the mapping carried out by the national task force handling Covid-19. Meanwhile, for the orange and red zone category areas it is prohibited to carry out face-to-face learning in educational units and to continue carrying out learning activities from home [12].

Learning from home during a pandemic Covid-19 was carried out in two ways, namely online and offline. The implementation of learning from home has dynamics. Various challenges, obstacles, and strengths influence each other in the implementation of learning from home. Moreover, in carrying out online learning, students, teachers, and parents are faced with a digital world which has not been familiar in everyday life.

Implementation online learning for Pandemic Covid-19 was considered effective and ineffective. Several studies have shown that online learning can be carried out effectively [8, 13,14, 15,16,17, 18,19, 20]. Online learning can be done anytime and anywhere using a cellphone, android, laptop, or computer [5]. Online learning is considered to be more relaxed, fun, flexible, efficient, short, practical, fast, safe, easy, time-saving, and energy efficient [18]. In online learning, Android or smartphones are mostly used by students [19]. In addition, student learning motivation in online learning is also considered to be higher because it uses learning applications such as google classroom, whatsapp group, youtube, instaram, and zoom [17, 20]. The learning motivation of female students is higher than male students [22].
Some studies suggest that learning online is less effectively implemented during a pandemic Covid-19 [22, 23, 24]. In lessons that are practical subjects such as Physical Education Sports and Health, learning online cannot be done because of lack of communication between students and teachers [13]. Online learning also affects students psychologically [5] such as easily bored and bored [23] and students always feel anxious [26]. In addition, many students prefer to study in school because they can interact directly [25].

The dynamics of learning online during a pandemic Covid-19 are found. Barriers to online learning, especially the increase in internet quota costs, are a burden, especially for parents and honorary teachers [5, 8, 16, 18, 19, 25, 26] and internet access that is not supports [5, 19, 20, 24, 25, 27, 28]. Many students do not have smartphones that support learning [19, 22, 27, 28]. Schools and each teacher give many tasks so that students' assignments often pile up [20, 24, 25, 26]. During online learning, communication between students, students and teachers, teachers and parents is reduced [18, 19, 26]. The mastery of technology possessed by students, teachers, and parents is low [27, 27, 28].

Home conditions or atmosphere that are less conducive to be a challenge while studying from home [15, 19, 24]. This makes it difficult for students to do assignments [24, 25]. In addition, learning methods and models are less varied [5, 19]. It can be assumed, the heavy work done by teachers is because teachers did not have a limit on working hours during this Covid-19 pandemic [18, 26]. At all times the teacher must communicate with parents, other teachers, and the principal.

It is undeniable, apart from these obstacles, through online learning, students acquire broad knowledge [19]. Parents were closer to children during the Covid-19 pandemic because they always supervised children's learning [18]. The extraordinary achievement in children is the development of character that is creative, innovative, independent, disciplined, and active and parents and teachers also know and are able to operate technology [18, 19, 27].

3.2. Learning Online Effective During Pandemic Covid-19

During learning online conducted during the pandemic Covid-19 in Indonesia, some teachers and education observers have contributed their thoughts so that learning can take place effectively. PKM TEAM of the College of Economics and Trade [30] conducted a socialization on the use of the zoom meeting application and google classroom. The socialization was given to teachers of SD 17 Mata Air Kota Padang. Teachers can also take advantage of applications suggested by the government in online learning. There are 12 platforms that were inaugurated for use by the Ministry of Education and Culture because they are considered easy to access, such as: Rumah Belajar, Meja Kita, Icando, IndonesiaX, Google for Education, Microsoft Office 365, Quipper School, Ruang Guru, Sekolahmu, Zenius, Cisco Webex [8]. In addition, there are also applications that have been tested by several researchers and are considered effective in online learning, namely Google Classroom [14,17,20]; Google Form [14], Quizizz [14], Edmodo [15], Whatsapp [8,20], Youtube, Instagram, Zoom [21], as well as Schoology portal and Vlog [2]. Based on the survey conducted by the Institute of Economic Social Digital (ISED) [28], the use of applications that are popular in online learning during a pandemic Covid-19 is Whatsapp (34%), Google Classroom (18%), and Zoom (18%).

Whatsapp is popular in online learning because its use is familiar and some people have downloaded it on their respective mobile devices.

Methods in learning also need to be considered in online learning. Project-based learning can maximize online learning [32]. Bell (2010) [33] argues that project-based learning can motivate students independently to find information by utilizing various sources. Online learning can also be done with the inquiry-based student centered learning method [31]. Learning centered on students. In its implementation, the teacher sends materials and assignments via the Whatsapp Group. Students try independently to find the answer to every assignment of teachers to take advantage of a variety of learning resources.

In psychology, students are subject to the heaviest pressure in the learning experience online during a pandemic Covid-19. For that, students must learn independently. In doing the assignments students must be disciplined immediately carry out the assignments given by the teacher. If there are problems in learning, students can discuss with teachers or friends. Students must have positive thoughts in prayer, passionate, and perform other activities such as watching, listening to music, sleeping, eating, and exercise [26].

The teacher is a source of knowledge and motivator for students. Changing patterns of learning in the digital age requires teachers to develop models, innovation, evaluation of the digital media [34], and increasing competence in the management of learning online [35]. The teacher made learning online se how effective and does not burden the students with tasks [29]. The teacher provides the material before giving the assignment which is accompanied by task work steps [21]. Teachers make use of internet technology that uses the smallest internet bandwidth, for example by turning off the camera during a video conference [28].

Schools and teachers must understand again the implementation of learning that has been regulated in the circular of the Minister of Education and Culture number 4 of 2020. Online learning is carried out by providing meaningful experiences for students, without being burdened with demands for curriculum achievement, focused on life skills education, assigning assignments according to interests and the condition of students with attention to facilities at home, and schools and teachers provide qualitative feedback [1]. In addition, it should also be understood that in times of pandemic Covid-19, the school can also simplify the curriculum independently [36]. Expansion of technology platform support that can be utilized in online learning needs to be followed up quickly.
We deserve to follow online learning practices that are applied abroad. According to Snelling and Fingal (2020) [18], the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) in the United States identify the practices carried out by teachers for teaching during the pandemic Covid-19. First, prepare and practice. At this stage, there are five things that must be considered, namely paying attention to digital equity, practicing, giving clear expectations to teachers and parents, taking time to plan learning concepts, and completing personal facilities and infrastructure. Paying attention to digital completeness or school teachers can do to assess the needs of a device that will help the student learning. The teacher also has to ensure that the digital devices owned by students can accommodate the applications needed. Teachers need to practice if the online learning model is their first experience. Teachers must quickly master technology so that communication can run smoothly with students. Schools and related parties must make plans and guidelines regarding the implementation of online learning that will be carried out.

Second, implementation. At this stage several things must be considered, namely setting a daily schedule, providing strong learning with small activities, independent learning design, paying attention to emotional conditions, and choosing tools that are fixed and appropriately used in online learning. It is very important to set a daily schedule because a full day in front of a screen is not effective, especially for children who share devices with other family members. Learning activities must have targets to be achieved. After achieving the target, provide feedback or comments on student assignments. Independent learning designs are needed so that children do not need parents to do assignments. Emotional conditions can be maintained by taking regular breaks, taking time to exercise and socializing with family. Teachers also have to limit the applications used so that students and parents can follow learning well. Ethics when conducting video conferencing must also be considered, for example, the problem of clothing. Through online learning, it emphasizes us to be responsible in utilizing online media.

4. CONCLUSION

Learning from home is the right policy for the Minister of Education and Culture in an effort to prevent the spread of Covid-19. Online learning is an alternative option so that the teaching and learning process can be carried out over a distance. The dynamics of online learning influenced the pattern of education that occurred during the Covid-19 pandemic. Implementation of learning online during the pandemic Covid-19 get res pounds of positive from the students.

Resistance and challenges cannot be covered in the implementation of learning online. The biggest obstacle to online learning is the internet connection which is not yet evenly distributed throughout Indonesia. Online learning costs a lot because learning depends on internet quotas. Parents and teachers, especially honorarium teachers, have not been able to meet the quota financing to access learning. Facilities and infrastructure, such as smartphones, are serious obstacles to online learning for students who come from weak economies.

Online learning challenges teachers, students and parents to master technology. Teachers must exercise develop competence to be creative, active and innovative in finding methods and media that appeal to students. In addition, teachers must be proficient in applying various learning platforms such as Google classroom, Zoom, Google Form, Edmodo, Quizizz and so on. For students, online learning fosters an independent, creative, disciplined, and active character. Online learning provides its own meaning for parents when accompanying children in learning so that closeness and harmonious relationships are created.

Schools and government should seek various solutions for the implementation of learning online during the pandemic Covid-19 even for the future can be performed well. Teacher competence determines the success of online learning. Teachers have the awareness and readiness to face this digital era. Schools and the government also made a breakthrough innovative technology literacy for teachers. The adequacy of the availability of infrastructure in online learning needs to be fulfilled evenly so that education reaches all corners of Indonesia.
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